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We observe a generic connection between LHC Higgs data and electroweak baryogenesis: the particle that
contributes to the CP odd hgg or hγγ vertex would provide the CP violating source during a first order phase
transition. It is illustrated in the 2HDM that a common complex phase controls the lightest Higgs properties
at the LHC, electric dipole moments and the CP violating source for electroweak baryogenesis. We perform
a general parametrization of Higgs effective couplings and a global fit to the LHC Higgs data. Current LHC
measurements prefer a nonzero phase for tan β . 1 and EDM constraints still allow an order one phase for
tan β ∼ 1, which gives sufficient room to generate the correct cosmic baryon asymmetry. We also give some
prospects in the direct measurements of CP violation in the Higgs sector at the LHC.

Introduction. The presence of CP violation (CPV) is always
an important aspect in particle physics, which unambiguously
leads to discoveries and open questions. In the Standard
Model (SM), the CPVs in the K and B-meson systems have
established the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.
Sakharov [1] has observed that CPV is essential for creating
the apparent asymmetry between matter and anti-matter in our
universe. Unfortunately, the CP phase in the CKM matrix
is always accompanied with huge suppression from the large
quark mass hierarchy when used to generate baryons. Therefore, the search for other sources of CPV would be indispensable for beyond SM physics.
The observation of a SM Higgs-like boson at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) with a mass at around 125 GeV was
announced last summer [2]. Since then, more data has been
accumulated [3, 4] and more sophisticated analysis has been
carried out based on various Higgs production and decay
channels mostly assuming CP conservation [5], with only few
exceptions [6–8]. If CP is violated, both higher dimensional
CP even and odd operators would contribute to gg → h and
h → γγ processes without interference. One would expect the
results of the Higgs global fits to be different in structure from
previous studies. Interestingly, the same source of CPV would
contribute to fermion electric dipole moment (EDM) [9, 10],
and the interplay between the Higgs properties and low energy
constrains would be highly non-trivial.
The CPV source manifests in the higher dimensional Higgs
and EDM operators can be mediated by a weak-scale particle (fermion) X with sizable Higgs couplings. We point out
this has an intrinsic connection to electroweak baryogenesis
(EWBG) in the early universe. To see this more clearly, consider the renormalizable couplings of X to the Higgs boson,
which can be generically parametrized as mX̄[1 + cX h/v +
(ξ + c̃X h/v)iγ5 ]X, where ξ is a phase from spontaneous CP
violation. Up to linear terms in h and ξ, one can remove the
iγ5 term by a field redefinition at the expense of generating
θ̄-like terms which linearly depend on h and ξ,
∼ (ξ + c̃X h/v)F F̃ ,

(1)

where F is the field strength of the gauge symmetry under
which X has a charge. In the early universe, during a strongly

first order electroweak phase transition (SFO EWPT), ξ can be
space-time dependent through the bubble wall. For SU (2)L ,
the first term in Eq. (1) creates a chemical potential and generates a net charge asymmetry QX : ξ(x)F F̃ ∼ ∂t ξ(x) · QX ,
which is nothing but the CPV source for EWBG and QX will
be furthered reprocessed into baryon asymmetry (B) through
weak sphaleron transitions. At zero temperature, the second
term in Eq. (1) contributes to the CPV h → γγ decay, or
gg → h production if X is colored. The most familiar examples of X include the top and gaugino-Higgsinos. It is definitely appealing if baryogenesis can be explained with the
knowledge of electroweak scale physics. After the Higgs discovery, we enter a territory to measure or constrain the possible CPV sources responsible for B in our universe.
In this letter, we perform a first study on the direct connection between the latest LHC results on Higgs properties and
the baryon number generation from a common CPV phase.
We work in a Two-Higgs-Doublet Model (2HDM) and the
CPV mediator X is identified as the top quark. We study the
case when the lightest Higgs boson, with a mass 125 GeV, is
a mixture of CP even and odd states. We derive the modified
Higgs coupling to other SM particles, and perform a global
fit to the current data and extract the constraints on such a
phase, which is still allowed to be nonzero, and even favored
to be large with tan β . 1. We study the electron and neutron
EDMs and find the constraints on the same CP phase can be
alleviated due to a cancellation with tan β ∼ 1. We show such
a CP phase is capable of providing all the essential ingredients
for EWBG. The future advances in precise measurements of
Higgs properties, EDMs and refinements in EWBG calculations are anticipated to offer further interplays and pave the
way for the genuine origin of CPV for baryon asymmetry.
2HDM and Sources of CP Violation. To be specific, we
consider the type-II 2HDM, with the Higgs potential
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where φ1,2 are the two Higgs doublets. The tree-level flavorchanging neutral currents can be suppressed by imposing a
Z2 symmetry [11] (φ1 → −φ1 and φ2 → φ2 ) which is softly
broken by m12 . The only complex parameters are λ5 and m212
and we can set λ5 real by proper rotation of φ1,2 phases. The
corresponding Yukawa couplings respecting the Z2 are
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with cα = cos α, sα = sin α. In the CP conserving
limit, αb,c → 0. In the decoupling limit of second doublet, α → β − π/2 and αb,c → 0. The lightest neutral scalar h1 , taken to be the SM-like Higgs, with mass
M1 = 125 GeV, is the following linear combination [12],
h1 = − sin α cos αb H10 + cos α cos αb H20 + sin αb A0 . Using the Yukawa coupling structure in Eq. (3), we obtained the
couplings of h1 to fermions
mb
mt
h1 t̄ (ct + ic̃t γ5 ) t +
h1 b̄ (cb + ic̃b γ5 ) b,(5)
v
v

where ct = cos α cos αb /sin β, cb = −sin α cos αb /cos β,
c̃t = − cot β sin αb and c̃b = − tan β sin αb . The interactions
with gauge bosons W W and ZZ are
SM
Lh1 V V = cos αb sin(β − α)LSM
hV V ≡ aLhV V .

(6)

It is worth pointing out that the CPV coupling of h1 only
depends on αb , and is closely connected to the phase ξ. In
order to make their relation more transparent, consider the
case mh2 ≈ mh3  mh1 , we find approximately tan αb ≈
−λ5 sin 2ξ v 2 /[m2h+ + (λ4 − λ5 cos 2ξ)v 2 /2], where h+ is
the physical charged Higgs state. With the second doublet
near the weak scale, we would expect αb . ξ. This is the
key relation that motivates our study below. The angle αb are
constrained by the Higgs property and the electric dipole moment experiments, while the phase ξ is closely connected to
the essential CPV source for EWBG.
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where DR or ER (UR ) is defined to be odd (even) under the Z2 . The Higgs vacuum expectation values (VEV)
are generally complex, with a relative phase ξ, hφ1 i =
√ T
√ T
0, v cos β/ 2 , hφ2 i = 0, v sin βeiξ / 2 . The minimum condition of the potential solves ξ from the phase of m212
(recall λ5 is real): Im (m212 eiξ ) = (λ5 sin 2ξ)v 2 sin β cos β
which means there exists one independent physical CP phase.
In this model, the source
√ of CPV arises from the√neutral
Higgs sector (we define 2φ01 = H10 + iA01 , e−iξ 2φ02 =
H20 + iA02 with Hi0 , A0i being real fields). Namely, the physical CP-odd state A0 = − sin βA01 + cos βA02 will mix with
the even states H10 , H20 . The mass square matrix M in the
basis of (H10 , H20 , A0 ) is diagonalized with a real orthogonal
R, defined as RMRT = diag(Mh21 , Mh22 , Mh23 )

Lh1 f f¯ =
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FIG. 1: Global fits to the Higgs data for various values of tan β. The
global minima still prefers a non-vanishing αb for tan β . 1. The
magenta region is excluded by electron EDM constraint before Nov.
2013. The latest ACME [15] exclusion (de < 10.25 × 10−29 e cm
at 95% CL) is given by the blue region which is a much stronger
constraint.

Higgs Properties as Indirect Probe. From the derived interactions (5) and (6), we can obtain the modified Higgs production and decay rates at the LHC. The Higgs production via
gluon fusion process could happen through both h1 GG and
e operators in an incoherent way, after integrating out
h1 GG
the CP conserving and violating h1 tt̄, h1 bb̄ interactions. The
ratio of the two cross sections is [13, 14]
(1.03ct − 0.06cb )2 + (1.57c̃t − 0.06c̃b )2
σgg→h1
=
, (7)
SM
(1.03 − 0.06)2
σgg→h1
for mh1 = 125 GeV, and the production cross sections of h1
via W, Z boson fusion and in association with W, Z are simply rescaled from the SM case by σV V →h1 /σVSM
V →h = σV h1 /
2
σVSM
h = a . The heavy Higgs contributions are negligible.
The decay rates into gauge bosons are rescaled by
SM
2
Γh1 →W W /ΓSM
h→W W = Γh1 →ZZ /Γh→ZZ = a . The decay
rates into light fermions are approximately Γh1 →bb̄ /ΓSM
=
h→bb̄
SM
2
2
Γh1 →τ + τ − /Γh→τ + τ − ≈ cb + c̃b , by neglecting the final state
masses. Similar to the gluon fusion case, the diphoton decay
can be separated into CP conserving and violating parts
Γh1 →γγ
(0.23ct − 1.04a)2 + (0.35c̃t )2
=
.
(0.23 − 1.04)2
ΓSM
h→γγ

(8)

Finally, for calculating the Higgs total decay width, the decay
SM
to gluons is Γh1 →gg /ΓSM
h→gg = σgg→h1 /σgg→h1 .
We make a global fit to the inclusive LHC Higgs data published in March 2013 [3, 4], taking into account the possibility
of CPV in the Higgs sector. The most significant change in
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|αb |

c̃t
RW W
−0.91
1.28
−0.33
0.83
−0.45
0.86

cb
RZZ
0.17
1.28
1.04
0.83
1.00
0.86

c̃b
RV bb
−0.58
0.47
−0.21
0.93
−0.29
1.02

a
Rτ τ
0.52
1.71
0.96
1.02
0.93
1.18

TABLE I: Best fit points with tan β = 0.8. ATLAS: χ2min − χ2SM =
−3.27. CMS: χ2min − χ2SM = −1.74. Combined: χ2min − χ2SM =
−0.39. A nonzero CP violating phase is welcomed by the data.

the latest data is that CMS is no longer seeing an excess in the
diphoton channel, while it still persists in the ATLAS result.
Therefore, we decided to show both the separate and the combined fits to the ATLAS and CMS data. The best fit points
in the effective coefficients a, ct , c̃t , cb , c̃b and the 2HDM
parameter α, αb for tan β = 0.8 are presented in Table I. A
more comprehensive analysis on the 2HDM parameter α, αb
and tan β which includes the exclusion region from the EDM
constraints (see below) is shown in Fig. 1. We find that SM
always gives the best fit for tan β > 1. For tan β . 1, better
fit points are found with a non-vanishing CP phase αb .
In the presence of CPV Higgs couplings with the top quark
c̃t , incoherent contributions in Eqs. (7) and (8) can modify
both the production gg → h1 and the h1 → γγ decay
rate [16]. For smaller tan β . 1 and α ≈ 0, larger c̃t and
smaller cb , c̃b can be achieved simultaneously, with an order
one CP phase αb . The resulting signal strengths are characterized by an enhanced diphoton rate, and a suppressed V bb̄ rate,
both favored by ATLAS (see the first column of Fig. 1). The
common features of such minima include: 1) enhanced effective hgg coupling, 2) suppressed c̃t , c̃b , a couplings, and the
effective hγγ coupling, 3) reduced Higgs total width. These
effects are optimized for tan β ∼ 1. On the other hand, the
signals observed by CMS are SM-like. Therefore, the best fit
point always lies close to SM. For tan β < 1, a nonzero αb
gives better fit, because it can accommodate the slight suppression in the W W and ZZ channel as observed by CMS.
Electric Dipole Moments The mixing αb between the CP
even and odd Higgs states leads to a series of low-energy
CPV variables, among which we find the EDM of electron
gives the leading constraints. The dominant contribution to
electron EDM comes from the Barr-Zee type diagrams at two
loop [17]. The lightest Higgs boson can mediate CPV from
the top quark and W loops to the electron line [18, 19],
√
 
2αGF me
de
=
Fi (zi ) ,
(9)
e i
(4π)3
where Fi (zi ) = (16/3)(f (zi ) tan2 βImZ2 − g(zi ) cot2 β
ImZ1 ) for top quark and (6f (zw ) + 10g(zw ))(sin2 β tan2 β
ImZ2 + cos2 βImZ1 ) for W boson, zi = m2i /Mh21 and
the loop functions f (z) and g(z) can be found in [17].
The CPV variables ImZ1 , ImZ2 [21] can be expressed in
terms of ce , c̃e , ct , c̃t , a in Eqs. (5) and (6) for the Higgs
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FIG. 2: Electron EDM as a function of the angle α, for tan β =
0.5, 0.8, 2 respectively, and with αb = 0.5 fixed. The dashed (dotted) curves corresponds to the virtual top-loop (W -loop) contribution.

global fits, tan2 βIm Z2 = −c̃b ct , cot2 βImZ1 = c̃t cb and
(sin2 β tan2 βImZ2 + cos2 βImZ1 ) = a c̃b . We neglect the
contribution with a Z-boson connecting the electron line and
top loop which is always less than 10% [20].
We find most of the time the top and W -loop contributions
to electron EDM have opposite signs, and can be minimized
simultaneously near α ≈ β. The magnitude of the W -loop
part is more sensitive to tan β, and the maximal cancellation happens near tan β ∼ 1. In these regimes, the electron EDM limit can be satisfied without suppressing the CPV
phase αb . These features are illustrated in Fig. 2. We use the
95% confidence level limit of the latest electron EDM measurement [22], de < 1.25 × 10−27 e cm. The exclusion in
α − αb plan is shown as the magenta region in Fig. 1. The
neutron EDM constraint [23] from valence quark EDM, chromoelectric dipole moment and the Weinberg operators are also
considered. We find that they do not impose any relevant constraint comparing to the electron EDM.
So far we have neglected the charged and other neutral
Higgs states in both the Higgs fit and the EDM calculation.
The charged Higgs mass is constrained by b → sγ transition [24] and the measurement of the Rb at LEP [25, 26] to
be heavier than 300–400 GeV. The bound can be significantly
stronger if tan β is far less than one [26, 27].
Electroweak Baryogenesis. During a SFO EWPT, the top
quark mass has a space-time dependent phase varying across
the bubble wall. This results in a CPV source (for bottom
quark case, see [36]) which can be estimated as [32, 33]

2
3
mt
St (z) ≈
vT2 (z)θ0 (z)vw T ,
(10)
2π 2 v sin β
where we take Lw = 5/T , vw = 0.02, and z < 0 (> 0)
corresponds to unbroken (broken) side of the expanding bubble. We assume the following shapes of the bubble wall and
the complex phase, vT /T = ζT [1 + tanh(z/Lw )]/2 and
θ(z) = θbrk − ∆θ[1 − tanh(z/Lw )]/2 [34], where ∆θ is
the change in the VEV’s phase across the wall. To get a SFO
EWPT, ζT & O(1), the heavier neutral scalars are found to be
heavier than 400 GeV [28–31], which is convenient to accommodate in the 2HDM with LHC data [31].
The imbalance between particle and antiparticle number
densities caused by CPV prevails among the quarks and Higgs

4

We find the observed baryon asymmetry to entropy density
ratio ηb = nb /s ≈ (0.7−0.9)×10−10 [37, 38] can be obtained
with ∆θ around 0.2 (ζT = 1.5). The value of ∆θ is solved
numerically from the Higgs potential in Eq. (2). It has been
shown that ∆θ is of similar size to the zero temperature phase
ξ for small mh1 [28, 39] close to mh1 = 125 GeV. Therefore it
is convincing to assume ∆θ ≈ αb and present the corresponding connection to EDM and Higgs global fits in Fig. 3. We
can see that successful EWBG sets a lower bound on the CPV
phase. Such a phase will keep being probed directly or indirectly in the future LHC Higgs measurements and low energy
experiments like EDM, and being used to test the viability of
the EWBG scenario. We do notice though the final baryon
number density is sensitive to the choices of vw , ζT and Γss ,
etc.. A more precise calculation of ηb would require improved
determination of these quantities which involves higher-order
and non-perturbative calculations.
Direct Probe of CP Violation in Higgs sector. Here we
briefly discuss the prospects of measuring the CPV in the
Higgs sector. The h → ZZ ∗ → 4` process has been used
to constrain the CP odd coupling to Z-boson [40–42]). Nevertheless, a relevant limit can not be obtained to any model
since the observable is suppressed by the large tree level CP
even coupling. The physical effects from CP odd and even
operators in the 2γ or Zγ channel are comparable but such
discriminations require better identification of photon polarization in the Bethe-Heitler process [43]. A more promising
channel could be the gluon fusion production of h in together
with two forward jets [44] or the tt̄h production [45]. The
virtual effect of a CPV Higgs coupling can also be probed in
the top pair production with the leptonic decay channel [46].
We leave a systematic classification and quantitative study of
these signatures employing the LHC data for a future work.
Conclusion. In summary, we elaborate the connection between the LHC data and EWBG in a 2HDM. We performed
a global fit to the latest LHC Higgs data, and find a nonzero
CP phase is favored for tan β . 1. When combined with
the electron and neutron EDM constraints, we find the phase
is allowed to be as large as order one near tan β ∼ 1. We
show that this phase can provide the CPV source for EWBG.
The future improvements in measuring the Higgs properties
at LHC and the EDMs would enable us to probe the possible
origin of CPV beyond the CKM matrix, that is connected to
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fields, through the top Yukawa interaction, mass term and
strong sphaleron processes. This results in a net asymmetry in the left-handed fermion charge density nL suppressed
by Γss [35]. Here we follow the semi-analytical calculation developed in [32, 33]. The relevant thermal rates are
5
Γss = 16καs4 T (with κ = 20 from [35]), Γws = 120αw
T,
2 2
2
Γh (z) ≈ Γm (z) = (3/2π ) (mt /v sin β) vT (z)/T . In the
unbroken phase near the bubble, the weak sphaleron process
converts nL into baryon asymmetry, which is estimated as
Z
3Γws 0
nL (z)e15Γws z/(4vw ) dz .
(11)
nb = −
2vw −∞
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FIG. 3: Values of ∆θ and tan β consistent with the observed ηb . We
take the constraints from Fig. 1 with α = β − π/2, and ∆θ = αb .
The blue star point is the benchmark point from the numerical studies
in [28] that ∆θ = ξ ≈ 0.1 for mh1 = 125 GeV and mh2 = 400 GeV.

the baryon asymmetry of the universe.
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